a good museum...

... is a hospitable, inspiring
and festive place for the
visitors and an efficient and
safe place to work
Museum Consultants
Theateradvies is a dynamic, independent
consulting
firm
based
in
Amsterdam,
the Netherlands. As consultants, we are
nationally and internationally active in the
design and renovation of museums, theatres,
concert
halls,
multifunctional
performing
arts spaces, pop music venues and schools.
We ensure that your building project becomes a
working public building.

We make it work!
Vision
In recent years, Theateradvies has been involved in the design and
construction of various museums. In our vision a museum is a master
storyteller. Using objects from the museum collection and (interactive)
media, the visitors partake in stories that allow them to see new places,
collect knowledge and have a great experience.

Team
Theateradvies has a close-knit team of broadly oriented professionals
with experience in all aspects of museums and theatres ranging from
stage machinery to exploitation and from financial management to
architecture. Theateradvies’ approach is always multi-disciplinary and
with an eye for the daily routine within the museum, thus specialization
remains linked to practical concerns.
Museum Consultant Rutger van Dijk (49) worked many years as
theatre technician, lighting technician, stage manager and consultant
in museums and theatres. During the last 10 years, he was co-owner
of Rapenburg Plaza. In this position, he was a designer, consultant
and project manager for the construction and renovation of many
museums in the Netherlands and abroad. He was recently involved
in the renovation of National Maritime Museum and the newly built
National Military Museum. Rutger is specialized in the design of
museum lighting, lighting control, AV systems, content management
and ICT.

International design competitions
Theateradvies offers practical support to architects taking part in
architecture competitions for public buildings including museums,
theatres, concert halls, conference centres and pop music venues.
We provide advice on every aspect of making a building efficient and
effective as a public building, thereby increasing the chance of winning
the competition.
Theateradvies has been a member of the winning team for such
prestigious competitions as the “Wei-Wu-Ying Performing Arts Center”
in Kaohsiung, Taiwan (Mecanoo architecten), the “Boris Eifman Dance
Palace” in St. Petersburg, Russia (UN Studio), the “Birmingham Library
and Repertory Theatre” in England (Mecanoo architecten), and the
“Centre Culturel et Administratif” in Montreal, Canada (de Architekten
Cie).

Respecting Schedule and Budget
While our main task is to make a good museum, schedule and budget
are key factors in defining the project. Our starting point is that the
funds and time available must be spent wisely. Accurate planning
assures that these targets are met.

Certified Work Process
Our work process follows strict procedures, which are ISO 9001:2008
certified.

Concept
A client who is planning to build or refurbish a museum will want
to assess the feasibility of their plan before he starts. Theateradvies
carries out feasibility studies and creates strong concepts. A strong
concept shows the way forward, stating clearly the client’s vision and
requirements to prevent any misunderstandings.

Design brief
Theateradvies is experienced in working with clients to create a design
brief. This sets out the client’s or end user’s expectations. We have
contributed to spatial, functional and technical design briefs for various
new museums.

Design

Procurement

Theateradvies is an interdisciplinary team and for every project we will
form a team of experts and designers to guarantee an optimal mix of
creativity and technology.

Theateradvies specializes in tenders at a national, European and
even global level. We are familiar with the international market and
our tender models comply with the most stringent international
guidelines. We have years of experience in applying these models to
the purchase of technical theatre equipment such as rigging systems,
theatre seats, audio systems (maritime museum) and stage lighting.
Our innovative tendering model guarantees a transparent, objective
and non-discriminatory procedure.

Other activities include lighting design, advice on logistics of visitors,
catering and collection, theatrical approach to enhance the public
experience, translating ideas in technical solutions, design of a flexible
infrastructure, lighting control and lighting systems, determine the
budget, control of budget and planning, write maintenance plans and
measure the condition of the building and the technical installations.

On-site supervision
Proper implementation requires proper guidance. Theateradvies
provides that service. We make clear agreements and follow up on
them. For example, we control budgets and additional work, so that
all our projects are completed within budget. We identify problems in
a timely manner and work actively to prevent delays and make sure
that the quality of work follows a high standard. We check all details in
the museum before opening and have developed a very accessible and
clear method to visualize and identify bottlenecks.

www.theateradvies.nl

Annual inspection and multi-year
maintenance
Theateradvies provides a maintenance service which includes
annual inspection of the installations. We investigate the system
as a whole, assess its state and examine whether it is necessary to
replace depreciated equipment. Furthermore, we estimate the cost
of maintenance and depreciation. We thereby always use the latest
applicable standards. This gives clarity and certainty for both the client
and equipment supplier and thus we lay the foundation for long life
cycle and low annual costs.

Stage Machinery
between the tanks
On the same spot where in 1913 the Airforce
department of the Royal Army was established,
the completely new National Military Museum
was completed a hundred years later. The
building is impressive with a spectacular roof of
110 by 250 meters, with 13m high glass facades
and aproximately 35,000sqm exhibition space.
The tall glass facades give the visitor a feeling
of space and offer a view of the large collection
pieces outside the building.

National Military Museum,
Soest
Client Bruns Architect Felix Claus Dick van Wageningen
Architecten Exhibition architect Kossmann.deJong
Project New museum, interior of the exhibitions
Commissioned 2014 Awards
Abe Bonnema
Architecture Award 2015, Nominated for the Install
Award 2015

Scope of works Rutger van Dijk
Consultancy AV-installation, show-control,
network, content management and AV
control-system Design Lighting control and
DMX distribution Realization Supervision of
AV-installation and lighting design, planning
and budget control
Rutger van Dijk conducted these activities as
director of Rapenburg Plaza.

The national military museum gives the visitor an
overall picture of the armed forces in the past, the
present and the future, with six themed spaces,
historic experience rooms, interactive zones, a
large number of cabinets. In the large hall we
find tanks, aeroplanes, helicopters and other
impressive military hardware.
The whole project was organized as a privatepublic cooperation DBFMO (Design, Build,
Finance, Maintain and Operate). The responsible
developer is Heijmans construction company.

Zaan’s show comes
alive with theatrical
effects

Zaans Museum, Zaandam
Client Zaans Museum Exhibition architect Pronk
Studio Project Refurbishment of Zaans Museum
Commissioned 2014

Scope of works Rutger van Dijk
Consultancy AV-installation, show-control,
electrical installation and network Design
AV-installation, show-control and lighting
control Realization Supervision of AV and
lighting installation, planning and budget
control
Rutger van Dijk conducted these activities as
director of Rapenburg Plaza.

The Zaans Museum opened its doors for a new
presentation at the end of 2014: The Zaanstreek
maakt het! (the Zaan Area Makes it). This was the
first part of a total refurbishment of the museum.
The new exhibition, designed by Pronk Studio,
gives a refreshing view of the collection and the
stories about the Zaan Area then, now and later.
The Zaan Spectacle gives life to the presentation
and lets the visiotor ‘feel’ the mills, the factories
and the hard work. The whole space transforms
for a few minutes every hour by means of light,
sound and projection. The second part of the
refurbishment was presented a few months later
with a new permanent exhibition: Typisch Zaans
(Typically Zaans) The exhibition is a modern
representation of the Zaanlandse Oudheden
and Merkwaardigheden (Zaans antiquities and
peculiarities), an exhibition held in 1874 in the old
city hall of Zaandam at The Burcht. With the Zaans
Spectable, the museum presents a complete new
and unique concept, using theatrical effects that
complete the experience.

Design your own
museum with an
interactive game

Wonderkamers 2.0, Den
Haag
Client Gemeente Museum Den Haag Exhibition
architect Kossmann.deJong Project Refurbishment of
the exhibition Wonderkamers Commissioned 2013
Awards TEA Award 2015 - International entertainment
awards for best new attractions and theme parks
International Design and Communication Award (
IDCA ) 2015 - Best Scenography for a Permanent Exhibition, Genomineerd voor Spin Award - Game

Scope of works Rutger van Dijk
Consultancy AV-installation, show-control,
network, content management and AV
control-system Realization Supervision of
AV-installation, lighting design, planning
and budget control

Rutger van Dijk conducted these activities as
director of Rapenburg Plaza.

Wonderkamers 2.0, located in the cellars of the
Gemeentemuseum in The Hague, is especially
designed
for youngsters and schools. An
intensive design period of three years with a
multidisciplinary team of educators, gamedesigners, media specialists, film-makers and set,
lighting and sound designers resulted in a both
real and virtual three-dimensional game in which
the visitor is the main character, playing the role
of exhibition designer. With a specially designed
tablet (the Wonder guide) one navigates through
the Wonderkamers in each of which the visitor
plays a game. Every room is designed around
a specific theme related to art, architecture,
fashion and industrial art. The better one plays
the games, the more points are earned and the
more art pieces are collected for ones own virtual
miniature museum.
In the heart of Wonderkamers stands the
Miniature Museum with more than 200 galleries,
with hundreds of original miniature art pieces
by international top artists, (collection of Ria and
Lex Daniëls). In the last part of the game one can
organize ones own gallery.

Telling stories with
the collection

Museum Het Valkhof,
Nijmegen
Client Museum Het Valkhof Project Functional, spatial
and technical design brief for museum renovation
Assignment 2011

Theateradvies scope of works
Consultancy Functional, spatial and technical
design brief for museum renovation

Museum Het Valkhof in Nijmegen is housed in a
magnificent building designed by the architect
Ben van Berkel. The building has seen the
museum grow over the past 12 years to become
an established name in the world of Roman
archaeology, old masters and pop art. Drawing on
the rich diversity of its collections, the museum
tells the stories surrounding the history, art and
culture of Nijmegen.
Telling stories represents a new way of familiarising
the public with the museum’s collections. Until
recently, Museum Het Valkhof served primarily
as an exhibition space for objects. Telling stories
entails much more than simply putting objects on
display, not the least of which the new demands it
places on the building and its technical systems.
The museum has therefore decided to renovate
the building, and has asked Theateradvies to
prepare a design brief for the renovation. The
motivations for choosing Theateradvies are our
experience with public buildings and our unique
approach, focusing emphatically on the content
of the stories that the museum wishes to tell.

Innovative stage
technology

Scheepvaartmuseum,
Amsterdam
Client Scheepvaartmuseum Architect Dok Architecten,
Liesbeth van der Pol
Exhibition architect Atelier
Brückener, Event Communications, Haley Sharpe
Design, Tinker Imagineers Project
Interiors of
exhibition space and exhibitions Commissioned 2011

Scope of works Rutger van Dijk
Consultancy AV-installation, show-control,
network, content management, multiyear maintenance and annual inspection
planning Design Show-control, lighting
control and DMX distribution Realization
Supervision of lighting control, AV and showcontrol, planning and budget control
Rutger van Dijk conducted these activities as
director of Rapenburg Plaza.

The Scheepvaartmuseum (maritime museum) is
established in the Sea Magazin, a monumental
building from 1656, reopened in 2011 after an
extensive renovation. One of the highlights of
the renovation was the covering of the complete
inner courtyard. This selfsupporting construction,
designed by architect Laurent Ney, was inspired
by the compass lines of old sea charts. The
museum has a number of permanent themed
exhibitions, object exhibitions, experiences and
temporary exhibitions. These different parts
have been designed by different exhibition
designers: Atelier Brückener was responsible
for the seven different object exhibitions. Event
Communications was responsible for Haven
24/7 (Port 24/7) and the See you in the Golden
Age exhibitions. Haley Sharpe Design designed
the “Story of the Whale and Tinker Imagineers
designed the “Sea Voyage’, together with MET
Studio London. The use of an interactive system
with a large number of 11-core spotlight rail with
DMC control has turned out very successfully,
providing a good infrastructure and great lighting
control possibilities. All galleries are completely
DMX controlled.

Journey of
discovery through
the world of the
children’s book

Papiria - Children’s
Museum, The Hague
Client Literary museum Exhibition architect Platvorm
Concept Annelie Grob, Grob Enzo Project Design of
interactive exposition Commissioned 2010 Awards
Gouden Reiger Award 2012

Scope of works Rutger van Dijk
Consultancy AV-installation, show-control,
electrical installation and network Design
AV system, show-control and lighting control
Realization Project support AV and show
control plots, planning and budget control
Rutger van Dijk conducted these activities as
director of Rapenburg Plaza.

The Children’s Museum, which is part of the
Literary Museum in The Hague, opened in 2011,
with the spectacular exhibition “Papiria, an
adventure of discovery through the world of
children and their imagination”, a concept by
Annelie Grob. The interactive exhibition is an
experience. The use of multimedia and various
art disciplines transform the classic book into a
contemporary medium. The exhibition includes
twelve interactive games, eighteen short audiovisual productions about creating a story, thirty
design stations where children can create their
own narrative, 111 original illustrations made
by 68 different illustrators, over 150 audio clips
and approximately 50,000 books. There are four
pepper’s ghost productions included in Papiria:
magical dioramas of an enchanting beauty.
Writers of children’s books such as Sjoerd Kuyper,
Paul van Loon and Jacques Vriens collaborated
on the exposition and illustrators Sieb Posthuma,
and Charlotte and Olivia Dematons Ettema made
contributions that strengthen the special and
surprising design of the magic show.

New entrance hall
Van Gogh Museum
The Van Gogh Museum - one of the most
important museums in the Netherlands - has a
new entrance hall. Although not being a largesized museum it is one of the biggest tourist
attractions in Amsterdam with about 1.5 million
visitors per year. Despite this already impressive
number the museum still has the potential to
attract more people. A new spacious entrance
building has been realized. to optimise the
stream of visitors, especially in peak periods. The
immediate result was a growth of 200,000 visitors
in the last four months of 2015.

Van Gogh museum,
Amsterdam
Client Van Gogh museum Architect KKisho Kurokawa architects / Hans van Heeswijk architecten Project Advice logistics new entrance hall
Commissioned 2015

Theateradvies scope of works
Consultancy Internal logistics, design of the
coat check, layout of the cloakrooms, and the
capacity and positioning of the escalators

The design of Kisho Kurokawa architects &
associates with further elaboration from Hans van
Heeswijk architects shows a highly transparent
entrance hall that offers the chance to improve
the flow of visitors fundamentally.
Theateradvies bv was the consultant for internal
logistics and furthermore advised on various
aspects such as the design of the coat check, the
layout of the cloakrooms, and the capacity and
positioning of the escalators and lifts.

Theateradvies bv
Herengracht 160
1016 BN Amsterdam
The Netherlands
tel + 31 20 627 22 48

info@theateradvies.nl
www.theateradvies.nl

